Our brain processes information through the coordinated efforts of billions of individual neurons, each 15 of which transforms a small part of the overall information stream. Central to this is how neurons 16 integrate and transform complex patterns of synaptic inputs. The neuronal membrane impedance 17 determines the change in membrane potential in response to input currents, and therefore sets the gain 18 and timing for synaptic integration. Using single and dual dendritic recordings in vivo, pharmacology, 19 and computational modeling, we characterized the role of two active conductances gH and gM, 20 meditated respectively by hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide gated (HCN) channels and by 21 muscarine sensitive M-channels, in shaping the membrane impedance of a collision detection neuron 22 in female Schistocerca americana grasshoppers. The neuron is known by its acronym LGMD, which 23 stands for lobula giant movement detector. In contrast to other neurons where these conductances have 24 been studied, we found that gH and gM promote broadband, synchronous integration over the LGMD's 25 functional range of membrane potentials and input frequencies. Additionally, we found that the 26 branching morphology of the LGMD helped increase both the gain and synchrony associated with the 27 neuron's membrane impedance. The same result held for a wide range of dendritic morphologies, 28 including those of mammalian neocortical pyramidal neurons and cerebellar Purkinje cells. Thus, these 29 3 findings further our understanding of the integration properties of individual neurons by showing the 30 unexpected role played by two widespread active conductances and by dendritic morphology in 31 shaping synaptic integration. 32
given by ( ) = & sin (2 9 ;1 ), where f0 is the initial chirp frequency and β determines the 151 (accelerating) rate of frequency increase (Barrow and Wu, 2009 ). For all exponential chirps, we used f0 152 = 0.05 Hz and β = 0.24 Hz which produced a chirp current increasing to 35 Hz over 20 s. We saw no 153 differences in the calculated impedance profiles with chirps having different frequency profiles, in 154 accordance with previous comparisons of impedance profiles between chirps of increasing and 155 decreasing frequencies (Ulrich 2002 wave stimuli (Hutcheon et al., 1996) . 158
Pharmacology 159
We applied the HCN-channel blocker ZD7288 and the M-channel blocker XE991 either 160 directly in the bath saline or by local puffing as previously described Gabbiani, 2018a, 161 2018b ). For local puffing, drugs were mixed with physiological saline containing fast green (0.5%) to 162 visually monitor the affected region and were puffed using a micropipette connected to a pneumatic 163 picopump (PV830, WPI, Saratoga, FL). For both delivery methods, drug concentrations within the 164 lobula were ~200 µM for ZD7288 and ~100-200 µM for XE991. In dual recording experiments, 165 mecamylamine was applied to block excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) and was present in 166 both control and drug conditions. Blockade of EPSPs reduced membrane noise as well as noise in the 167 calculated impedance profiles. In paired comparisons, mecamylamine caused small increases in 168 impedance amplitude (~5%) but this difference was smaller than the variability between animals or 169 between dendritic locations. For control data we thus pooled recordings with and without 170 mecamylamine. 171
Experimental design and statistical analyses 172
Data analysis was carried out with custom MATLAB code (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). 173 Linear fits were done by minimization of the sum of squared errors. Before each chirp current a -2 nA 174 hyperpolarizing step current was used for monitoring the input resistance and the membrane time 9 constant. Unless otherwise specified, all statistical tests were made using the Wilcoxon rank sum test 176 (WRS) which does not assume normality or equality of variance. Normality of the data was assessed 177 by using a Lilliefors test for any tests assuming it. 178
The complex impedance Z was calculated as Z(f) = fft(Vm)/fft(Im) where fft is the (frequency 179 dependent) fast Fourier transform, Im the membrane current, and Vm the membrane potential. Both Im 180 and Vm were down sampled to 2 kHz before the fft. Z was calculated for each trial and then averaged 181 across trials. The complex impedance is composed of the real valued resistance R and the imaginary 182 valued reactance X: Z = R + i X. A positive reactance, or inductance, indicates that changes in Vm 183 precede changes in Im. Conversely, a negative reactance, or capacitance, indicates that changes in Im 184 precede changes in Vm. The impedance amplitude is calculated as the absolute value of Z: | ( )| = 185 > ( ) -+ ( ) -. The impedance phase is calculated by the inverse tangent of the reactance divided 186 by the resistance: ( ) = tan E, ( ) ( ) ⁄ . This impedance phase is equal to the angle between the 187
x-axis and a line from the origin to a point of the impedance locus plot (cf. Figure 4C ), for details see Dewell and 195 Gabbiani (2018b) . The asynchrony was then calculated as the mean absolute time lag across 196 frequencies. 197 Resonant frequency and resonance strength were calculated from the input impedance 198 amplitude and were the frequency at which the impedance amplitude was at its maximum and the ratio 199 of the maximum impedance to the steady state impedance. Minimum and maximum phase were 200 respectively calculated as the lowest (most capacitive) and highest (most inductive) input impedance 201 phase. The impedance frequency variation was calculated as the standard deviation (across frequencies 202 ranging from 0 up to 35 Hz) of the impedance amplitude profile divided by the mean impedance 203 amplitude. Unlike resonance strength, the frequency variation statistic (fvar) incorporates both the 204 strength and breadth of the bandpass, giving an indication of how ohmic (or broadband) the membrane 205 is. Indeed, an ideal resistor would have a frequency variation of zero while a membrane exhibiting 206 sharp bandpass attributes would produce high frequency variation. For the membrane constant values 207 we used for our electrical circuit models (see below) fvar values were 18.4 for the lowpass circuit, and 208 378 for the strongest bandpass circuit. There is a potential drawback to the statistic, though, in that it 209 depends on the frequency range examined, limiting the ability to directly compare values between 210 studies examining different frequency ranges. 211
For calculating the power density of the membrane potential, we used the Matlab multitaper 212 power spectral density estimate (function 'pmtm'), with a time-half bandwidth product of 4 measured 213 over 15 octaves at frequencies of 2 -4 to 2 11 Hz with 8 voices (scales) per octave. All data was "zero-214 meaned" before calculating the power density estimate and the resulting estimates were then averaged 215 across trials. For estimating the time-varying power density we used Matlab's continuous wavelet 216 transform (function 'cwt'). The frequency range was set from 0.1 to 2,000 Hz and the signal was not 217 extended. As for the spectral density estimate, wavelet transforms were calculated for individual trials 218 and the resulting wavelet transform coefficients were then averaged across trials. In the calculation of 219 both measures, the raw data was used with no down sampling or filtering. 220
Electrical circuit model 221
To compare LGMD membrane impedance to the impedance of an equivalent cable based on a 222 series of either RC or RLC circuits, we calculated the complex circuit impedance as follows. The RLC 223 circuit was modeled as illustrated in Figure 3F . The membrane impedance density was calculated as: 224
where Zm is input impedance density (Ωcm 2 ), Rm is membrane resistivity (Ωcm 2 ), Cm is membrane 226 capacitance (F/cm 2 ), τm (s) is membrane time constant (τm= RmCm), τL is the inductance time constant 227 (s), ω is frequency in rad/s, lrat is the ratio of the membrane conductance that is in series with the 228 inductor (range [0-1]), and i = √-1. If lrat is zero, then no current will pass through the inductor and the 229 circuit is equivalent to an RC circuit with membrane impedance: 230
In both cases, the input impedance (ZIN) was calculated by dividing Zm by the unit surface area of the 232 cable (cm 2 ). We used the average dendritic circumference of our full LGMD model (20.85 µm) for the 233 cable circumference. 234
Transfer impedance measures were based upon a cable of fixed diameter and infinite length. 235
The voltage transfer along the cable was calculated as LM = EN/[ , where l (cm) is the distance 236 between the two locations and λ is the cable length constant (cm), = > S /( H _ ). Ra is the axial 237 resistivity (Ωcm), d is the diameter (cm), and bf = 3 is the branch factor -a scalar added to account for 238 additional attenuation due to the dendritic branching. The transfer impedance ZTR at distance l from the 239 site of current injection is the product of ZIN and VTR. 240
Morphological neuron models 241
Comparisons between different cell morphologies used published neuron models downloaded 242 from ModelDB (RRID:SCR_007271). Among the available morphologies, we selected neurons 243 spanning a wide range of branching patterns and sizes. The morphologies used included a cerebellar 244
Purkinje neuron (Miyasho et al., 2001; Ostojic et al., 2015) , a CA1 pyramidal neuron (Migliore et al., 245 2004) , an oriens-lacunosum/moleculare (OLM) hippocampal interneuron (Sekulić et al., 2015) , and a 246 human layer 2/3 temporal cortex pyramidal neuron (Eyal et al., 2016) . As we sought to compare the 247 influence of the cell morphology, all models were passive with identical membrane properties close to 248 those used in the LGMD model (Cm = 0.8 µF/cm 2 , Gm = 0.1 mS/cm 2 , Ra = 350 Ωcm). All simulations 249 were carried out using the NEURON software simulation package. For a passive model measuring 250 impedance with chirp currents, as was done experimentally, or with NEURON's built-in impedance 251 tools yielded the same result, so we used the built-in impedance measurement to speed up the 252 simulations carried out for Fig. 7A and B . 253
In Fig. 7G , the percentage of cell surface area with improved transfer impedance amplitude was 254 calculated from the data depicted in Fig. 7F (left) . Specifically, we calculated the transfer impedance 255 amplitude between all neuron segments and compared it to the impedance amplitude of an isopotential 256 model (using the same cell morphology but with axial resistivity set to zero). The impedance amplitude 257 of an isopotential cell is R/(1 + ω 2 τm 2 ) 0.5 , where R is the membrane resistance (MΩ), ω is the frequency 258 (s -1 ), and τm is the membrane time constant (s). As Cm and Gm were the same for all morphologies, their 259 membrane time constants were the same (τm = CmGm) while the membrane resistance changed with 260 their total membrane area A (R = (AGm) -1 ). For each segment, we summed the surface area of all 261 segments to which a broadband signal transferred with greater gain than the isopotential value (dashed 262 line in Fig. 7F , left) and divided by the neuron's total surface area. Frequencies of 0 to 1000 Hz were 263 used and averaged with equal weight. 264
Similarly, to obtain Fig. 7H we compared the transfer impedance phase between all segment 265 pairs and compared it to the impedance phase of an isopotential equivalent. The impedance phase of an 266 isopotential cell is tan -1 (-τm ω), as illustrated in Fig. 7E , right. For the phase measurements, a weighted 267 average was used with the transfer amplitude between the segment pair determining the weight for 268 each frequency. As signals of some frequencies transfer better than others, the transfer phase of these 269 signals influences the membrane synchrony more. The percentage area with increased impedance 270 phase was then calculated by summing the surface area of segments with more synchronous transfer 271 phase and dividing by the total membrane surface area of the neuron. These calculations effectively 272 measure the average signal transfer of a passive cell with realistic morphology under the simplifying 273 assumptions that broadband inputs impinge upon the neuron with a uniform density. Although these 274 assumptions would not necessarily hold in vivo where the locations and frequency of inputs is 275 constantly changing, they provide a reasonable method of estimating transfer impedance without 276 relying on the less realistic assumptions that all inputs impinge on a single location or that all signals 277 only integrate at a single location, like the neuron's spike initiation zone. 278
Results

279
The LGMD (O'Shea and Williams 1974) is an identified neuron in locusts that selectively responds to 280 visual stimuli mimicking impending collision (Schlotterer, 1977; Rind and Simmons, 1992) . The 281
LGMD possesses three dendritic fields with the largest one, field A, integrating excitatory inputs 282 originating from every facet of the compound eye (Fig. 1A) . The LGMD discriminates (simulated) 283 approaching objects that activate thousands of facets based on the object's trajectory and spatial 284 coherence ( Fig The spontaneous and stimulus-evoked membrane potential spectral power density of the LGMD 293 is highest at low frequencies. Due to the large number of synaptic inputs impinging upon the LGMD, 294 its membrane potential exhibits a high level of spontaneous synaptic background noise that has been 295 estimated at 2,000 synaptic inputs per second (Jones and Gabbiani, 2012) . This and the short 296 membrane time constant of the LGMD in vivo (~ 7 ms) raises the possibility that high frequency 297 components might dominate the LGMD's membrane potential power spectrum. Examination of the 298 membrane potential time course under constant, uniform illumination of the eye reveals both high and 299 low frequency components ( Fig. 1D ). After calculating the power spectral density of spontaneous 300 membrane fluctuations (see Methods), we found that 87% of the signal power was contained below 35 301
Hz with 50% at less than 7.5 Hz (Fig. 1E , black lines). This breakdown of spectral power frequencies 302 was measured under constant illumination, though, and the LGMD's principal role is detecting 303 looming stimuli. 304
During the course of looming stimuli, the number of activated ommatidia increases from ~10 to 305 over 2,500. According to the most recent estimates of LGMD excitatory contacts per ommatidium 306 (Rind et al., 2016) , such stimuli would produce an increase in activated synapses from ~100 to over 307 20,000. This increased synaptic input occurs in ever tighter time windows ( Fig. 1C ) and might lead to a 308 corresponding shift in power towards higher frequencies. However, during looming stimuli the low 309 frequency power increased, with over 50% of it below 1.5 Hz (Fig. 1E , blue lines). As most of the 310 membrane depolarization and spiking activity generated by looming occurs shortly before the time of 311 collision, we used wavelet analysis to resolve the frequency content of the membrane potential in the 312 time domain (see Methods). During the last second before the projected time to collision there was a 313 clear increase in the spectral density, but the highest signal power remained concentrated at 1-2 Hz 314 ( Fig. 1F ). During this period, spiking activity is highest ( Fig. 1C ) leading to a modest increase in 315 power at higher frequencies ( Fig. 1F , gray box). That the signal power of the LGMD membrane 316 potential is highest at low frequencies despite the high frequency of synaptic inputs could be due to the 317 activation characteristics of these inputs or to the LGMD's membrane implementing a low-pass filter 318 favoring low frequency signals. We tested the latter possibility by measuring the frequency-resolved 319 input and transfer impedance of the LGMD's membrane. The input impedance reveals the mapping of documents the change in membrane potential frequency content as the signal propagates from the 322 dendrites toward the SIZ. 323
Single and dual dendritic LGMD recordings in vivo in response to chirp currents. The LGMD's 324 input and transfer impedance were measured by recording in vivo the membrane potential with sharp 325 electrodes ( Fig. 2A) . These experiments consisted of injecting chirp currents during single or paired 326 recordings in the excitatory dendritic field. A chirp current is a sine waveform with time-varying 327 frequency; in the present recordings all chirps consisted of monotonically increasing frequency 328 sweeps. With each recording electrode we simultaneously measured the current and potential, allowing 329 us to calculate the gain and phase of the current-voltage transfer. The gain and the phase of this 330 transform are encapsulated in the complex-valued, frequency dependent membrane impedance Z(f). 331
Further, by superposing chirp currents on different DC holding currents allowed us to measure 332 impedance at multiple steady-state membrane potentials (Vss; Fig. 2B ), and thus at different steady-333 state activation levels of subthreshold conductances present in the LGMD membrane. In general, chirp 334 responses looked consistent across Vss values and tapered slightly with increasing frequency. 335
Examination of different periods of the chirp show that at low frequencies the oscillations in 336 membrane current and potential were synchronous, while at higher frequencies the membrane potential 337 lagged behind the current and the change in potential was smaller ( Fig. 2C ). We conducted similar 338 experiments in voltage clamp and found similar changes to occur ( Fig. 2D ). 339
Quantification of transfer impedance characteristics was made as a function of the distance 340 between different pairs of dendritic recordings. The inter-electrode distance was measured both as the 341 dendritic path length between the electrodes in experimental micrographs (path distance, Fig. 2A ), and 342 as the difference in back propagating action potential (bAP) amplitudes (electrotonic distance). At the 343 base of the excitatory dendritic field, the bAP amplitude was ~40 mV and decayed to <10 mV in distal 344 dendritic branches. The recording locations in the present study were primarily in larger branches with 345 bAP amplitudes between 20 and 40 mV. The path distances between these electrode pairs ranged from 16 63 to 150 µm. The difference in bAP amplitudes was well correlated with changes in membrane 347 potential transfer properties ( Fig. 2E ). In contrast, there was no correlation between path distance and 348 voltage attenuation (r(9) = 0.17, p = 0.63, Pearson linear correlation), likely due to differences in 349 dendrite diameter or number of branch points between the recording pairs. With increased electrotonic 350 distance between recording pairs, there was reduced voltage transfer and an increased delay. The 351 electrotonically closest recordings had ≤10% voltage attenuation, while for more distant pairs this 352 value increased to almost 50% ( Fig. 2E ). The average phase and time lags between locations was ~3° 353 and 0.5 ms between the most synchronous pairs and ~10° and 2 ms between the most asynchronous 354 pairs. For subsequent analyses of transfer impedance, data from all recording pairs were pooled. 355
Impedance amplitude was consistent across holding potentials and chirp frequencies. The 356
impedance amplitude is the absolute value of the complex impedance and represents the gain function 357 mapping at each frequency a given synaptic or electrode current into a change in membrane potential. 358
We measured the impedance amplitude at different Vss values and examined how its profile changed 359 with holding potential. The LGMD dendrites have a resting membrane potential near -65 mV, can be 360 hyperpolarized by inhibitory inputs to below -70 mV, and are depolarized by excitatory inputs to >-50 361 mV during looming stimuli (Fig. 1C ). We thus used Vss values spanning that range, and confined 362 below the spike threshold potential. 363
Input impedance amplitude was highest at low membrane potentials (<-75 mV), particularly at 364 low frequencies ( similarly changed little with membrane potential and tapered only slightly with increased frequency 371 ( Fig. 3B ). Accordingly, the voltage attenuation between paired recordings also showed a high overlap 372 across holding potentials (Fig. 3C ). The variability of the voltage attenuation between recording pairs 373 was higher though, due to the differences in electrotonic distance ( Fig. 2E ). Consistency in impedance 374 at different holding potentials requires consistency in membrane conductance. The LGMD has large 375 HCN and M conductances which increase with hyperpolarization and depolarization, respectively 376 Gabbiani, 2018a, 2018b) . That the impedance amplitude remains nearly constant at 377 different Vss values suggests a reciprocal relation between these conductances such that their total 378 conductance remains roughly constant across holding potentials, particularly near Vrest. This in turn 379 would increase the consistency of EPSP amplitudes. This idea was confirmed by injecting simulated 380 EPSP waveforms at the same Vss values used to measure impedance, resulting in EPSP amplitudes that 381 were independent of Vss (r(89) = -0.05, p = 0.63, 91 Vss values from 16 recordings in 9 animals). 382
The resonance properties of an electrical circuit are characterized by its bandwidth and 383 resonance strength (the Q factor, Horowitz and Hill, 2015). However, neuronal membranes have more 384 complex impedance profiles that are not as easily characterized. The most commonly used measure of 385 neuronal resonance strength is the ratio of peak to steady-state impedance (Koch, 1984) . 386
Unfortunately, this measure ignores other frequencies and particularly those above the peak frequency. 387
So, in addition to this standard measure (see below, Fig. 6B ), we wanted an additional measure that 388 incorporated impedance at frequencies below and above the resonant frequency and thus we 389 characterized the variability of the impedance amplitude by its standard deviation across frequencies 390 normalized to the mean impedance amplitude, which we call the frequency variation (see Methods). 391
The frequency variation of LGMD's input impedance was 10-15% and decreased slightly with 392 membrane depolarization ( Fig. 3D, black) . Transfer impedance had a frequency variation of ~20% and 393 also decreased with depolarization ( Fig. 3D, red) . At Vrest and the depolarized potentials seen during a 394 looming stimulus, there was little frequency variation and no prominent lowpass filtering of input or 395 transfer potentials, ruling out the membrane impedance as the cause of the power spectrum 396 concentration at low frequencies ( Fig. 1E,F) . Instead, this suggests that the low frequency power is due 397 to the activation characteristics of the synaptic inputs during a looming stimulus. 398
To test what electrical components could produce the impedance amplitude properties of the 399
LGMD, we created an array of RC and RLC circuit models ( Fig. 3 E, F ). For both model types we 400 used a specific membrane capacitance (Cm) and conductance (Gm) yielding a time constant (τm) of 6.9 401 ms, close to that measured experimentally in the LGMD ( space, the circuit model's input impedance amplitude varied more with frequency than that of the 407
LGMD ( Fig. 3G ). Circuits with a fast inductance (≤ 10 ms) had impedance amplitudes as consistent as 408 that of the LGMD, while slow inductances increased the frequency variation beyond that of an RC 409 circuit, which was already higher than that of the LGMD. This is surprising considering that the 410
LGMD's resting membrane conductance is heavily dependent on rectifying HCN channels with a time 411 constant of ~1 s (Dewell and Gabbiani, 2018a). To assess the importance of the LGMD's membrane 412 time constant to the frequency variation, we examined the same range of inductance values in an RLC 413 circuit with doubled τm (increasing τm by increasing Cm or by decreasing Gm had the same effect). With 414 the higher τm, no inductance parameters produced a frequency variation as low as that of the LGMD. 415 Therefore, the low frequency variation of the LGMD's impedance profile depends on a fast τL in 416 addition to the fast τm. Of the LGMD's known conductances, gM is a likely candidate to provide such a 417 fast inductance. 418
Impedance phase reveals high membrane synchrony consistent across holding potentials. Here 419 we refer to a neuron's membrane synchrony as the extent to which changes in membrane potential are 420 in phase with input currents of different frequencies. Membrane capacitance produces a phase lag between input currents and their resulting change in membrane potential that increases both with 422 frequency and distance of propagation. Conductances like gH and gM counteract this delay and increase 423 the synchrony between synaptic input currents and the membrane potential (Ulrich, 2002; Narayanan 424 and Johnston, 2008; Hu et al., 2009; Vaidya and Johnston, 2013) . To characterize the relative 425 synchrony of the LGMD's membrane potential with respect to current inputs, we thus measured the 426 frequency-dependent dendritic impedance phase. In a passive, isopotential neuron, membrane 427 capacitance forces input impedance phase to saturate at -90° as input current frequency increases 428 (Mauro, 1961; Narayanan and Johnston, 2008) . Conversely, a positive impedance phase indicates that 429 the change in voltage precedes the change in current, a feature requiring a physiological process that 430 resembles an electrical inductance. Like impedance amplitude, the LGMD's impedance phase varied 431 little with Vss values, distinguishing it again from other neurons where impedance phase has been 432 studied (Gutfreund et al., 1995a; Narayanan and Johnston, 2008) . For all holding potentials, the phase 433 was positive at low frequencies (≤ 1 Hz). Although phase decreased with frequency, it saturated well 434 above -90° and in some recordings even increased at frequencies > 20 Hz. This was the case for both 435 the input and the transfer impedance phase ( Fig. 4A and B , respectively). At depolarized potentials, 436 there was an additional small increase in phase for theta frequencies (Fig. 4A, B purple lines). The 437
LGMD subthreshold membrane potential exhibited zero phase and hence was most synchronous at ~1 438 Hz, in contrast to spiking which is most synchronous at 6 Hz (Dewell & Gabbiani 2018b) . 439
Plotting as in Fig. 4C the real and imaginary components of the input impedance, called 440 respectively resistance and reactance, illustrates both the low frequency inductive and the high 441 frequency capacitive properties of the input impedance phase (corresponding to positive and negative 442 reactance, respectively). Such impedance locus plots combine the information on the impedance 443 amplitude (Fig. 3A) and phase (Fig. 4A ): for each point in a locus plot if one were to draw a line 444 segment from the origin to the point, the length of the segment would be equal to the impedance 445 amplitude and the angle relative to the x-axis is the impedance phase. Fig. 4C confirms that the input reactance was consistent across Vss values while the input resistance increased at hyperpolarized 447 potentials resulting in rightward shift of the curves as Vss decreases. The impedance locus plot of the 448 transfer impedance reveals even less change across membrane potentials, with only a small increase in 449 transfer resistance at hyperpolarized potentials (Fig. 4D) . The relative phase of the input and transfer 450 impedances is the membrane potential phase lag with larger values indicating increased transfer delay 451 (Fig. 4E) . The phase lag between input and transfer phase was also consistent across Vss values and 452 was negative at frequencies ≤ 1 Hz, indicating an inductive phase shift on the propagating membrane 453 potential. The low frequency inductive characteristics of both the input and transfer impedance reveal 454 the influence of a slow inductor, likely the slowly rectifying HCN conductance. 455
Signal frequencies with zero reactance (and therefore an impedance phase of zero) are 456 synchronous; the membrane potential changes in unison with the membrane current. To test how 457 synchronous the LGMD's membrane was across the full range of frequencies examined, we converted 458 from phase to time and calculated the mean absolute asynchrony. This yielded a mean asynchrony of 459 ~2 ms between the input current and membrane potential at the input location independent of Vss ( Fig.  460 4F, grey). The asynchrony of the transfer impedance was ~3 ms at Vss near -80 mV and decreased with 461 depolarization (Fig. 4F, red) . We similarly measured the asynchrony of the membrane potential 462 recorded at the two positions, which was ≤ 1 ms ( Fig. 4F, brown) . To test how this measured 463 asynchrony compared to that of an RLC circuit, we surveyed the same parameter range as depicted in 464 Figure 3 . No inductance parameters generated a circuit as synchronous as the LGMD. Circuits with a 465 large and fast inductance generated the lowest input impedance asynchrony, but this was still > 3.5 ms 466 ( Fig. 4G) . Reproducing the LGMD's low frequency inductive phase (Fig. 4A,B) LGMD membrane, it increased the input and transfer asynchrony of the circuit model further from that of an RC circuit (Fig. 4H) . The asynchrony between the membrane potential recorded at the two 472 locations could be reproduced by either cable model (Fig. 4H, right) . This shows that the LGMD must 473 have an additional synchronizing influence unaccounted for by the circuit model. Whether this 474 increased synchrony is explainable by the LGMD's active membrane conductances is not immediately 475 evident. 476 HCN and M channels reduce impedance amplitude and frequency variation. To assess the 477 influence of HCN and M channels on the LGMD's input impedance profile, we measured the input 478 impedance before and after addition of two channel specific blockers: ZD7288 and XE991, 479 respectively. Blocking gH reduces the resting membrane potential and input resistance of the LGMD 480 (Dewell and Gabbiani, 2018a), so after HCN blockade with ZD7288 we applied chirps with lower 481 peak current and higher DC holding current to generate equivalent Vss values and changes in 482 membrane potential (Fig. 5A) . After gH blockade a decrease in the membrane potential was seen with 483 increasing chirp frequencies. Examination of the impedance amplitude shows that low frequency 484 impedance doubled after gH blockade and that the impedance decreased more steeply with input 485 frequency ( Fig. 5B) . A reduction in inductance was also clear from the decreased impedance phase 486 after gH block (Fig. 5C ). 487
Blockade of gM with XE991 increases the LGMD's resting membrane potential and input 488 resistance (Dewell and Gabbiani, 2018b), so we used decreased holding currents and chirp amplitudes 489 after blockade to account for these changes. After gM blockade, a resonance emerged (Fig. 5D,  490 arrowhead). This was reflected in the peak near 4 Hz in the impedance amplitude profile (Fig. 5E) . 491
This increased 4 Hz impedance likely helps generate the increased spiking observed in response to ~4 492 Hz inputs following gM blockade (Dewell & Gabbiani 2018b) . After gM blockade the impedance phase 493 increased at frequencies ≤ 2 Hz and decreased at higher frequencies (Fig. 5F) . These effects suggest 494 that in addition to implementing an inductance evident above 2 Hz, gM also counteracts an additional 495 inductance that increases impedance amplitude at frequencies around 4 Hz and phase at frequencies ≤ 2 Hz. Both gM and gH reduced the frequency variation of the LGMD, with gM causing a larger 497 reduction at depolarized potentials and gH reducing it more at hyperpolarized potentials, consistent 498 with their activation kinetics (Fig. 5G) . Finally, the impedance locus plots show that the increased 499 frequency variation after block of either channel is due to a large increase in the range of resistances 500 and a reduced high frequency reactance (Fig. 5H) . 501
The resonant frequency of the LGMD increased with membrane potential in the control 502 condition but was more consistent across Vss values after blockade of either gH or gM (Fig. 6A) . The 503 strength of resonance was small at all Vss values in control conditions and after gH block (Fig. 6B) . 504
After gM block, though, at resting Vm and above a strong membrane resonance was observed with 505 impedance amplitudes around 3 Hz (Fig. 6A ) double that of steady state (0 Hz) impedance (Fig. 6B) . 506
Both conductances contribute to the low overall membrane impedance of the LGMD, with gH causing 507 the largest reduction in maximum impedance amplitude at and below resting Vm and gM reducing the 508 maximum impedance amplitude at depolarized potentials (Fig. 6C ). After gH block, this maximum 509 impedance occurred at ≤ 1 Hz for all membrane potentials (Fig. 6A ). Although we did not measure the 510 effects of gH and gM blockade on transfer impedance, there was a high similarity between input and 511 transfer resonance in control conditions (transfer and input resonant frequencies were within 1 Hz of 512 each other and resonance strengths differed by < 0.05 for >75% of trials). So, the changes in transfer 513 resonance after channel block would most likely parallel the changes shown for input resonance. 514
In addition to reducing the impedance amplitude and making it more consistent across 515 frequencies, both gH and gM increased the membrane synchrony. After blockade of either channel the 516 input asynchrony increased, with gM blockade having the largest effect (Fig. 6D ). The large change in 517 synchrony after gM blockade was due to a more capacitive minimum phase at high frequencies (Fig.  518 6E) and a more inductive maximum phase at low frequencies (Fig. 6F ). This gM dependent increase in 519 membrane synchrony could underlie the gM dependent increase in spike timing precision observed significantly after gH blockade, the input impedance phase decayed to a minimum at a lower frequency 522 ( Fig. 5C ). Both gH and gM improve the input synchrony of the LGMD, but even after blocking the 523 channels, the LGMD membrane was more synchronous than any RLC circuit model (compare Fig. 6D  524 and Fig. 4H ). This suggests that there must be an additional mechanism beyond these membrane 525 conductances that increases the LGMD's membrane synchrony. 526
Neuronal morphology increases membrane gain and high frequency synchrony. To test the 527
influence of the LGMD's morphology on membrane impedance we conducted simulations with a 528 passive LGMD model. Plotting the input impedance phase of every section of the LGMD (Fig. 7A ) 529 revealed that it was larger than that of an isopotential model (dashed line) indicating higher synchrony 530 between a local input current and membrane potential. For the same frequency range used in 531 experiments, the passive LGMD model segments had input asynchronies of 2.1 ± 1.1 ms, matching 532 experimental data (c.f. Fig. 4H ). This suggests that the LGMD morphology plays a bigger role in the 533 membrane's input synchrony than its active conductances. The model showed a monotone decrease in 534 phase at frequencies below 35 Hz, but at higher frequencies the phase oscillated with a different 535 amplitude and period for each section (Fig. 7A ). For all frequencies, all sections had higher input 536 synchrony than an isopotential equivalent model, with an average phase increase of ~60° for 537 frequencies ≥ 100 Hz (Fig. 7A, inset) . The input impedance amplitude was also altered by cell 538 morphology, decreasing less with frequency than in an isopotential equivalent model ( Fig. 7B; dashed  539 line). The input frequency variation of the model sections was 8.6 ± 4.7% for the physiologically 540 dominant frequency range (< 35 Hz; see Fig. 1 ), demonstrating that the LGMD's morphology alters the 541 input impedance amplitude profile as much as its active conductances. At higher frequencies, the input 542 impedance amplitude remained monotonically decreasing, but was always higher than that of the 543 isopotential model (Fig. 7B, dashed line) . The largest average increase over that of the isopotential To determine whether the effects of morphology on impedance was unique to the LGMD, we 546 conducted similar simulations using four other neuronal morphologies covering a range of sizes and 547 branching patterns (Fig. 7C ). For all morphologies, input impedance increased relative to their 548 isopotential equivalents (otherwise identical model but with zero axial resistance), with largest average 549 increase in the LGMD and a cerebellar Purkinje model for both the phase and amplitude ( Fig. 7D and 550 E). Models of layer 2/3 pyramidal, CA1 pyramidal, and oriens-lacunosum moleculare (OLM) neurons 551 had a progressively smaller increase in input impedance relative to their isopotential equivalents ( Fig.  552 7D,E). 553
Hence, the branched structures of the LGMD and other neurons enhance local inputs with 554 increased gain and higher synchrony, although this was offset in part by lower signal transfer because 555 the branching and axial resistance also increase voltage attenuation between cell regions. The net effect 556 of the morphology on the membrane impedance is therefore not immediately apparent. In experiments, 557 transfer impedance was measured by injecting current at a single location and recording the membrane 558 potential at another. Synaptic currents, however, impinge at thousands of locations spread out across 559 the dendrites. Furthermore, these inputs don't propagate independently to the site of spike initiation. 560
To assess the net effect of morphology on impedance we thus calculated the transfer impedance 561 in an all-to-all manner, with current frequencies between 0 and 5 kHz injected into each model 562 segment and the impedance measured in all other segments of the model. An example of transfer 563 impedance profiles from one dendritic segment of the LGMD is illustrated for a 35 Hz current in Fig.  564 7F (amplitude on left, phase on right). These plots show that segments near the current injection site 565 (arrowheads) had higher transfer impedance while more distant segments had lower transfer 566 impedance than an isopotential equivalent (dashed lines). For all segments of all models, at all 567 frequencies, nearby segments exhibited increased and distant segments decreased transfer impedance 568
relative to the isopotential model. To determine how far signals propagated before the increased increased transfer impedance relative to an isopotential equivalent. This was recorded as a percentage 571 of membrane for which transfer amplitude and phase were increased compared to the equivalent 572 isopotential model. In Fig. 7F , this percentage would correspond to the surface area of the segments 573 marked in red divided by the total membrane area (red and black). 574
For currents injected into some LGMD segments, the surface area with increased transfer 575 amplitude was as high as 90% and amounted to ~70% for the average segment (Fig. 7G, black) . The 576
Purkinje model had a similar area of increased transfer as the LGMD (Fig. 7G, purple) . Models of the 577 pyramidal and OLM neurons, however, had an increased transfer amplitude from most segments to 578 ~90% of the neuron's surface area (Fig. 7G) . These observations do not match those on input 579 impedance amplitude ( Fig. 7D ), suggesting that the LGMD and Purkinje morphologies are more 580 compartmentalized, with a higher (local) input impedance amplitude increase but a lower increase of 581 transfer impedance amplitude. 582 Across models, the increased input phase transferred to less of the cells' surface, though (Fig.  583   7H) . For the LGMD, the improved synchrony of the input impedance spread throughout most of the 584 neuron. At best, transfer from some segments retained a more synchronous phase to 90% of the LGMD 585 surface, and on average inputs had higher transfer phase than in a corresponding isopotential model to 586 67% of the neuron (Fig. 7H, black) . The Purkinje neuron had improved transfer phase to a slightly 587 smaller portion of the neuron, with transfer from the average segment retaining improved synchrony to 588 57% of the neuron (Fig. 7H, purple) . The average model segment of pyramidal neurons and the OLM 589 interneuron had improved transfer phase to slightly less than 50% of the rest of the neuron (Fig. 7H) . 590
That the morphologies with a larger area of increased transfer amplitude had smaller areas of increased 591 transfer phase indicates a tradeoff between timing and gain in the neuronal morphology with the 592
In addition to quantifying the area of improved transfer, we also calculated membrane area 595 weighted averages of the transfer to examine the net effect of the morphology on signal transfer. As 596 neuronal branched morphologies cause membrane potentials to attenuate and increase delays, it would 597 not be surprising if the net effect of the branching morphology were a reduced transfer amplitude (and 598 synchrony, see next paragraph) relative to an isopotential model. This was not the case. The average 599 transfer impedance amplitude for the morphologies tested were all slightly increased above their 600 isopotential equivalent (Fig. 7I, dashed line) . Each morphology generated a small bandpass increase in 601 transfer amplitude (Fig. 7J) . The CA1 pyramidal model had the highest increase, with 40 Hz inputs 602 having a net increase of 9%. The LGMD and Purkinje morphologies generated smaller, higher 603 frequency peaks of 4-5% increase near 65 Hz. This shows that the branching morphology of neurons 604 provide a bandpass increase to the overall membrane gain. 605
To calculate the average transfer phase, values were weighted by the strength of the transfer 606 amplitude: if there is minimal signal transfer between 2 segments then the phase of that transfer is less 607 relevant. All morphologies had increased net transfer phase for signals above 100 Hz (Fig. 7K, L) . For 608 lower frequencies, the increased input synchrony was almost exactly counteracted by transfer delay 609 yielding almost no net effect of morphology on low frequency phase (Fig. 7L, inset) . The overall effect 610 of the morphologies on transfer phase was minimal on low frequency signals, but improved the 611 synchrony of high frequency signals, like those generated from fast synaptic currents. 612 613 Discussion 614 Here we have described the impedance properties of the LGMD in vivo, measured over the 615 range of frequencies encompassing most of the signal power mediated by the LGMD's synaptic inputs. 616
We found that the membrane impedance amplitude of the LGMD is consistent over the range of 617 subthreshold membrane potentials and input frequencies involved in the detection of approaching and resulting changes in membrane potential. This membrane synchrony and gain consistency were 620 both increased by the conductances gH and gM, as well as the neuron's branching morphology. 621
Despite a high rate of spontaneous and stimulus-evoked synaptic inputs due to the large number 622 of excitatory synapses the LGMD receives (Rind et al., 2016) , most of its membrane power was 623 concentrated at low frequencies (Fig. 1E) . During looming stimuli, as the rate of excitation increased, 624 the dominant signal frequency actually decreased with over 50% of the membrane potential spectral 625 power below 1.5 Hz (Fig. 1E, F) . As neither the input nor the transfer impedance amplitude of the 626
LGMD were lowpass (Fig. 3A, B) , this must reflect the characteristics of pre-synaptic inputs to the 627
LGMD. Neither the membrane gain, nor its synchrony changed dramatically over the frequencies 628 tested, favoring integration over a broad frequency range during looming. Yet, close to rest the 629 membrane gain was highest at 1.8±2.8 Hz (Fig. 3A) and synchrony (zero phase) was highest at 1.3±1.0 630 Hz (Fig. 4A) , well within the range of dominant frequencies during looming stimuli (Fig. 1F) . These 631 properties likely help shape the LGMD's selectivity for looming stimuli. If the LGMD's membrane 632 were lowpass it would decrease its ability to discriminate transient signals. In escape behavior, 633 selectivity is as important as detection, and the LGMD reliably discriminates between stimuli that 634 generate different, transient, synaptic input patterns (Gray et al., 2001; Peron and Gabbiani, 2009; 635 Dewell and Gabbiani, 2018a). A more broadband membrane could thus help discriminate among 636 patterns of the synaptic inputs. 637
This raises the question of what shapes the frequency dependence of the membrane gain. We 638 found that the neuron's morphology (Fig. 7C ) and the active conductances gH and gM (Fig. 5G ) 639 dramatically reduced frequency variation of the membrane gain. This is surprising, as both gH and gM 640 increase as the membrane potential moves away from their reversal potential, thus providing negative 641 (restorative) feedback in response to membrane potential changes. Hence, gH and gM have been 642 categorized as 'inductive' making neurons more bandpass (Hutcheon and Yarom, 2000; Narayanan and 643 membrane gain (Fig. 5B) , reveals that its primary effect on the LGMD is in fact the same as in other 645 neurons, reduction of lowpass filtering. This will produce bandpass resonance, if the resulting highpass 646 inductance is strong enough, when paired with the lowpass effect of membrane capacitance. Therefore 647 whether the gH narrows the membrane bandpass properties or broadens them, as it does here and in 648 CA3 interneurons (Anderson et al., 2011) , depends on the relative balance of its effects and those of 649 other membrane properties. 650
That the overall influence of a conductance on membrane impedance is due to its interaction 651 with other membrane properties is even clearer in the effects seen when blocking gM. In thalamic relay 652 neurons, low voltage activated Ca 2+ (CaLVA) channels produce bursting and a 2-4 Hz resonance 653 (Hutcheon et al., 1994; Puil et al., 1994) . The LGMD also has a CaLVA conductance that can generate 654 bursting (Peron and Gabbiani, 2009; Dewell and Gabbiani, 2018b) . As recently shown, gM antagonizes 655 this bursting, thus regulating the LGMD firing pattern (Dewell and Gabbiani, 2018b) . Blockade of gM 656 also generated a change in impedance amplitude resulting in a 2-5 Hz resonance (Fig. 5D ) matching 657 the frequency range of LGMD calcium bursts following gM block (Dewell and Gabbiani, 2018b) . In 658 hippocampal pyramidal neurons gM blockade does not result in resonance (Hu et al., 2002 (Hu et al., , 2009 , 659 suggesting that gM antagonism of a CaLVA conductance likely does not occur in these neurons. It would 660 be interesting to test whether the resonance mediated by CaLVA channels in relay thalamic neurons is 661 similarly regulated by gM. 662
In addition to showing low frequency variation, the impedance of the LGMD also showed 663 consistency across membrane potentials. As an object approaches increasing excitation causes 664 dendritic depolarization of >20 mV, so changes in dendritic integration properties with membrane 665 potential would influence the detection of impending collisions. Neither the amplitude nor the phase of 666 the membrane impedance changed much from -70 to -55 mV ( Fig. 3 and 4) . This consistency can also 667 be largely explained by gH and gM. At hyperpolarized potentials gH increases, dominating the membrane potential (-65 mV), both channels have large conductances and shallow activation kinetics 670 Gabbiani, 2018a, 2018b) . This improves the consistency of the total membrane 671 conductance with changing membrane potential. If the activation ranges of gH and gM had less overlap 672 in the LGMD, they would be more likely to dominate within their activation range creating the 673 separate hyperpolarized and depolarized resonances seen in pyramidal cells (Hu et al., 2002 (Hu et al., , 2009 . 674
This too demonstrates the importance of interactions between conductances in determining their effect 675 on the membrane's integration properties. As both gH and gM have kinetics that are sensitive to 676 numerous modulators, the channel interactions are likely dependent on modulatory state (Delmas and 677 Brown, 2005; Wahl-Schott and Biel, 2009 ). An advantage of in vivo characterization, as done here, is 678 that the channels are in their intrinsic modulatory state. 679 Synaptic integration is influenced by the membrane synchrony as well as its gain. Like for the 680 gain we found LGMD synchrony to be consistent across membrane potentials (Fig. 4A, B ). We also 681 found that the LGMD membrane was more synchronous than could be explained by a circuit model 682 (Fig. 4H) . The synchrony was enhanced by both gH and gM ( Fig. 6D-F ). Blockade of gM produced a 683 capacitive phase shift at high frequencies and an inductive phase shift at low frequencies leading to 684 reduced synchrony. The low frequency inductive shift is most likely through interactions with CaLVA 685 channels (see above). In contrast, gH had less influence on high frequencies but reduced low frequency 686 synchrony. At 1.3 Hz which is near the peak membrane power during looming stimuli ( Fig. 1F) gH 687 blockade increased the asynchrony from 0 to 10 ms. 688
Although gH and gM increased synchrony, the LGMD remained more synchronous after their 689 blockade than an equivalent circuit model. Testing a morphologically realistic LGMD model revealed 690 that the neuron's shape increased the membrane's input synchrony as much as the active conductances 691 (Fig. 7A, B) . The branching morphology introduces new electrical paths whose axial resistivity does 692 not decrease with frequency. This led to increased input gain and input synchrony. Previous modeling 693 of dendritic atrophy in pyramidal neurons and Purkinje branching morphology have also found 694 increased gain and phase due to dendritic branching (Dhupia et al., 2015; Ostojic et al., 2015) . This led 695 us to wonder how the influence of LGMD's morphology on impedance compared to other cell 696 morphologies, and whether the increase in input impedance caused by an extended neuronal 697 morphology was counteracted by decreased signal propagation. We tested this with transfer impedance 698 simulations of five neuronal morphologies. 699
Transfer impedance is defined between two locations. While its technically infeasible to 700 simultaneously record intracellularly from many places within a neuron, in a model it is no more 701 difficult to measure transfer between one hundred locations than between two. The reason we chose to 702 measure the all-to-all transfer rather than just transfer from individual dendrites to the site of spike 703 initiation as usual is simple. In neurons, in vivo synaptic currents impinge throughout the dendrites and 704 do not propagate in isolation, but continuously integrate with new inputs as they propagate. As far as 705 we know, this is the first examination of the sum transfer of a dendritic arbor in this fashion, and it 706 revealed that in the LGMD, as well as other cell morphologies, the net effect of the cell morphology is 707 an increase in all-to-all impedance gain and high frequency synchrony. Additionally, we found that the 708 net increase in gain is bandpass and provides a hitherto undescribed potential source of gamma 709 resonance (30-100 Hz; Fig. 7I ). This furthers previous findings on the effects of dendritic morphology 710 on a neuron's integration capabilities (Moore et al., 1988; Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996; Dhupia et al., 711 2015) . 712
Ultimately the desired integration properties of a neuron are dictated by the pattern of its inputs 713 and its computational role. For hippocampal pyramidal neurons that receive theta rhythmic inputs, a 714 strong theta (4-10 Hz) resonance and synchrony could be advantageous (Hutcheon and Yarom, 2000; 715 Hu et al., 2009; Vaidya and Johnston, 2013) . Similarly, it might be a computational benefit for cortical 716 neurons to exhibit large impedance changes with membrane potential to enhance differences between 717 up and down network states (Gutfreund et al., 1995b; Hasselmo, 2005; Heys et al., 2010; Wang, 2010) . 718
For auditory neurons, specialized in detecting high frequency sound waves, a low capacitance and fast membrane lead to membrane resonance at frequencies up to 400 Hz (Remme et al., 2014; Mikiel-720 Hunter et al., 2016). The LGMD detects approaching objects and discriminates their specific input 721 statistics from a wide range of other input patterns through their integration over a wide range of 722 membrane potentials. Thus, achieving a high consistency in membrane impedance across frequencies and firing rate (bottom, displayed as mean ± standard error of the mean, sem, for 59 looming stimuli; N 890 = 16 animals). D) Example recording of dendritic membrane potential within the LGMD while the eye 891 was exposed to uniform illumination (Vm low-pass filtered at 10 kHz and digitized at 40 kHz). E) 892
Despite the high frequency of spontaneous inputs, the Vm power is concentrated at frequencies below 5 893 Hz (black, abscissa is on logarithmic scale). During looming stimuli, the signal power increased 125-894 fold but remained concentrated at low frequencies (blue). Inset shows the data on a double logarithmic 895 scale. Solid lines and shaded regions are mean ± sem (N=16 animals). F) Using wavelet analysis to 896 measure the membrane potential power density in both the frequency and time domains reveals that 897 during spiking there is increased high frequency power (dashed square), but the peak power remains at 898 frequencies <10 Hz. Plot displays the average power density map of the same 59 looming responses 899 shown in C and E. synchronous (~0° impedance phase) but at high frequencies the potential trails the current (negative 916 impedance phase). Note that at high frequencies the membrane potential is reduced relative to the 917 current indicating a reduction in impedance amplitude. D) Impedance measurements were similar 918 when measured in voltage clamp. E) Signals attenuated more and had longer lags as the electrotonic 919 distance increased between recording electrodes (estimated by the difference in amplitudes of the 920 backpropagating action potential, bAP). Each point and error bar report the mean value and sd (across 921 different Vss values) for a recording pair (N = 11 recording pairs from 8 animals). Mean bAP 922 amplitudes were 32 and 26 mV for the proximal and distal electrode; the dendritic path distance 923 between recordings ranged from 63 to 149 µm with a mean of 105 µm. LGMD membrane synchrony and consistency across membrane potentials. A) ZIN phase 959 profiles (mean ± sem) are inductive (exhibit positive phase) only at frequencies < 1Hz (inset), show 960 high overlap across membrane potentials, and level off around -30°. N = 76 recordings from 56 961 animals. B) ZTR phases similarly exhibit induction at frequencies < 1Hz (inset) and overlap across 962 membrane potentials. N = 13 recording pairs from 10 animals. C, D) Impedance locus plots show the 963 real (resistance) and imaginary (reactance) components of the impedance, pooled across frequencies 964 (dotted arrow). The membrane inductance at low frequencies is evidenced by the points with positive 965 reactance. At hyperpolarized potentials, resistance increased but otherwise the LGMD maintained a 966 consistent profile across membrane potentials. E) Phase lag of membrane potential at 'recording-only' 967 location relative to that at the 'recording and current injection' location. At frequencies <1 Hz there 968 was a phase advance with the more distant location preceding the input location (inset). The phase lag 969 increased steadily with frequency. F) Asynchrony was measured as the mean absolute time lag between 970 pairs of simultaneously recorded variables (0 ms equals perfect synchrony). ZIN asynchrony 971 corresponds to the lag between the input current and local membrane potential. ZTR asynchrony was 972 calculated from the lag between the input current and membrane potential at the secondary recording 973 location and Vm transfer asynchrony from the lag between the membrane potentials at the two 974 recording locations. ZTR asynchrony decreased with membrane depolarization. G) RLC circuit input 975 asynchrony as a function of its inductor parameters. ZTR asynchrony was ~1.1 times higher than ZIN After drug application the chirp amplitude was decreased and Ihold was increased to produce a similar 987
Vss and similar changes in membrane potential. B) After blocking HCN channels with ZD7288, input 988 impedance increased 2-fold at low frequencies. Population average impedance (across animals and Vss) 989 is shown as mean ± sem (solid line and shaded region). The grey line is the difference between the 990 averages. C) Impedance phase decreased at all frequencies after HCN blockade, reducing membrane 991 current-voltage synchrony. D) Example chirp currents (top) and response (bottom) before (left) and 992 after (right) XE991 application. After drug application the chirp amplitude and Ihold were decreased to 993 produce a similar Vss and similar changes in membrane potential. E) After blocking M channels with 994 XE991 a large increase in low frequency input impedance was also seen with peak at ~4 Hz. F) After 995 M channel block impedance phase increased at low frequencies (<2 Hz) but decreased at higher 996 frequencies. G) The increased low frequency impedance after blockade of HCN or M channels 997 produced higher ZIN frequency variations across steady-state membrane potentials. ZIN frequency 998 variation is displayed as linear fit (solid lines) and 95% confidence intervals (dotted lines). M channel 999 blockade increased variation mainly at depolarized potentials while HCN blockade had a greater effect 1000 at hyperpolarized potentials. H) Input impedance locus plots before and after channel block show clear 1001 increases in both the resistance and capacitive reactance. Control data from 53 recordings at 181 Vss 1002 from 44 animals; ZD7288 data includes 9 recordings at 36 Vss from 6 animals; XE991 data includes 6 1003 recordings at 14 Vss from 6 animals. 1004
